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Context
► I am a teacher of English with twenty years of experience teaching mixed 

ability classes of all ranges and abilities in a secondary school setting.  

► At present, I work in an 11-18 comprehensive secondary in the small town of 
Strathaven in South Lanarkshire as a part-time teacher of English. 

► In my eight years at Strathaven Academy, I have worked with very 
committed colleagues on a Literacy Working Group to promote and 
strengthen a reading culture that is evident through various school-wide and 
departmental initiatives and policies that include:

► I also run a small extra-curricular weekly Reader Leader reading group for S1 
pupils.

• Twice weekly Reading Registrations

• Twice yearly Reading Weeks (involving a range of reading 

related curricular and extra-curricular activities) 

• Regular weekly RfP periods in S1 and S2 with ten minutes of 

reading to begin each BGE lesson.

• A BGE homework focus on independent reading for pleasure –

“The Reading Challenge”. 

• Regular N5 homework - non-fiction focus.  



OU Research inspiration and rationale

► As an enthusiastic reader throughout my life, I know the value, power and pleasure of reading.  As an English teacher I aim to 
communicate to pupils that “reading for pleasure – independent choice-led reading is a strong predictor of reading 
attainment”*.  As such,  I sought to keep abreast of what was popular in YA fiction, aiming to reflect this in a well stocked 
class library with plenty of texts to enthuse and interest young readers since “knowledge of texts and of readers was key”* 
to RfP with classes. I regularly shared my current reads/viewing with my classes through a “reading window” and aimed to 
chat where possible in lessons about my tastes and interests when the opportunity arose.

► However a period of maternity leave in 2017-2019 with the inevitable depletion of class library materials combined with a 
natural focus on finding and reading great picture books rather than YA, followed by the obvious disruptions of 2020-2021, 
placed me in a spot where I literally needed to take stock of my class library and re-assess my approaches to Reading for 
Pleasure.

► As a part-time teacher, I also felt that my connection to my only junior class (my S2 timetabled for only two periods of 
English) and my relationships with individual pupils within it could be strengthened through a new approach to text talk 
during RfP.  It seemed that I needed to make greater efforts to be more open and present myself again as a “fellow reader(s) 
and seize informal opportunities to engage in…significant “book blether”* more frequently than in the regular ten minute 
RfP lessons openers I was using at that time.  

► As we returned to school in August 2021, at the beginning of what was billed by many as “the first normal year since 2020”, I 
knew that I wanted to focus my PRD on Reading for Pleasure.  It seemed like a very natural part of the literacy and well 
being recovery that was to be an ongoing department priority.     

► My main concerns were that pupil tastes and habits had changed.  Was I keeping apace with these at a time where many of 
our young people might find RfP meaningful in the face of significant challenges to good mental health?  And was I placing 
too much emphasis on reading for success rather than reading for its own pleasure?   An update of materials certainly felt 
timely and a review of the reading environment generally felt important in a classroom where – post-face coverings and with 
no need for 2m distancing – pupils could work in a way that was more social and intuitively collaborative.  The Teachers’ 
Reading Group provided an opportunity to explore and find some of the answers to these concerns.

► My focus would be:  

► Social reading environments

► Reading Aloud 

► Independent reading

► Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations

Reading communities: why, what and how? Prof. Teresa Cremin



OU Research inspiration and rationale

When I began this project, I started from a position of good fortune.  From 

her first day in post, my current HOD (English and Literacy) has prioritised the 

RfP agenda as part of the department development plan and the school 

improvement plan.  As a consequence, each member of the department had 

just been awarded several hundred pounds in funds to replenish class libraries 

and I began by consulting the usual sources for suggestions: 

• 2022 – The CILIP Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Children's Book Awards 

(carnegiegreenaway.org.uk)

• School Library Association

• The Bookseller - Awards - The YA Book Prize

• Tiktok and Twitter

• Pupils’ current interests 

• Colleague recommendations (in department and through SLC Teacher RfP 

group) 

• Network schools ELD pages. 

https://carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/tag/2022/
https://www.thebookseller.com/awards/the-ya-book-prize


Beginnings
I stocked up with what I thought – and what pupils 

had suggested – were exciting fiction titles, 

organised these into genre trays and stored them in 

a new lockable cabinet.  As I work on a part-time 

basis, I displayed some of the books for part of the 

week on top of a cabinet and then, to avoid the 

loss of new stock, I would remove these books and 

lock them away for the remainder of the week 

when I was not in school.

Though the established readers in the class were 

keen to read and borrow books beyond the Library 

periods, more reluctant readers were less keen and 

less engaged by the new materials purchased.  

There was little excitement around the new texts 

and it was clear that I had to relinquish ownership 

of the books and introduce them to pupils in a way 

that would ignite their enthusiasm.      



Aims

► To improve the social reading 

environment of my classroom and create 

space that would: 

- reward established readers 

- - tempt non-readers 

- - help “turn the key” for those 

“aliterate” reader who “don’t like 

reading anymore”. 

► To seek pupil voice to help shape the 

environmental changes. 

► To create an environment which supports 

increased “book blether” and pupil 

recommendation.  

“We need to be their reading mentors, getting involved 

in their lives, or at least be the ones who will properly 

encourage them to turn the key.”*

* Reading For Pleasure A Passport To Everywhere (How To Teach), Kenny Pieper  



Incorporating TARS?

It was clear that though I had sought to improve my “knowledge of texts”, I could 

not say the same for my knowledge of the children in front of me.  If I was to be 

“effective in motivating young readers and developing their autonomy and 

desire”*  RIST practice was required.  My next step was to seek Pupil Voice to 

create a reading environment that would foster a reading community that was:    

• Reader- led 

• Informal 

• Social and with 

• Texts that tempt. 

* Reading communities: why, what and how? Prof. Teresa Cremin



Activating Pupil Voice
Making use of the OU audit material and 

combining them with further survey 

questions, I sought ideas from pupils 

regarding the classroom as a reading 

space with a view to developing as many 

of these suggestions as possible.

If, as Teresa Cremin suggests, 

“We cannot demand they find pleasure 

in any particular text, but we can 

entice and engage them as readers, and 

create relaxed invitational spaces for 

reading.”* 

then a  survey of pupil preference with a 

view to making the requested changes 

seemed a sensible place to start.   

Reading communities: why, what and how? Prof. Teresa Cremin



Activating Pupil Voice – Social Space
Instead of sitting in rows at their usual desks, 

the majority of pupils wanted more 

comfortable social spaces. 

Pupils requested beanbags, softer seats, 

movement of desks to offer more space, a 

chance to sit with friends, or to be on their 

own. 



“comfier option e.g. beanbags or nicer 

chairs”
► I selected a section of the classroom, moving desks – and my old 

lockable cabinet – to form a corner nook for the new reading space 

and distanced it from my own corner of the room so it might feel 

“child-owned, informal, sociable, without any sense of attendant 

assessment”*

► To better meet the needs of the pupils and to allow them the 

“comfy reading”* they desired, I sent out a request to all members 

of staff for unwanted soft furnishings, chairs and beanbags.  I was 

delighted with the donations I received. 

► I successfully bid for PEF funding to supply floor chairs and 

beanbags. 

► I searched online and physical recycling sites for bookcases.

► I selected and printed off images to promote RfP – including “The 

Rights of the Reader” by Daniel Pennac.

► I ordered string lighting to create a more relaxed ambience and to 

draw pupils to the new books / “Recommended Reads” displays in 

the new “Book Nook”.

► I created “Reserved for Readers” signage to reflect the diversity of 

pupil interests and to preserve the special nature of the place. 

*1 Reading communities: why, what and how? Prof. Teresa Cremin



“We cannot demand they find pleasure in any 

particular text, but we can entice and engage 

them as readers, and create relaxed 

invitational spaces for reading.”

“spaces to learn that books are social, 

relaxing and good fun.”*

* What Should We Think About For Equitable Literacy Teaching, Prof. Sue Ellis



In addition to the creation of the “Book Nook”, I 

further developed a “child-owned” space by unlocking 

the cupboard and transferring the books to an open 

shelving unit at the front of the classroom.  

(New & Bold) 

Reader Led 

& (Old But 

Gold) Texts 

That Tempt! 

“If we want our children to read, we 

must avoid, lack of choice, lack of 

books when there is a choice.” *



Texts to Tempt! 
Within the Book Nook itself, I made use of shelf space to feature and highlight 

regular new additions to the class library, award winning texts and non-fiction 

reading.  To begin RfP periods, I would read aloud from some of these texts to 

generate interest in new titles and to prompt further “book blether”. 



Activating Pupil Voice – Encouraging “Book Blether” 

Our class survey also revealed a desire for 

more opportunities and spaces to share 

reading habits and preferences both 

publicly and privately.  



24 Hours of Reading and Reading 

Rivers 

Over the course of a series of homework 

tasks, I asked pupils to create their own 

Reading Rivers, 24 Hours of Reading and 

Reading Histories.  Modelling the task 

provided an opportunity to demonstrate 

the frequency and importance of reading 

in my own life.  This also provided an 

opportunity to look out “trends and 

individual interests” and “widen 

knowledge about individual readers”* to 

inform further text choice. 

I then created displays of pupil work and 

invited pupils to enjoy reading through 

these as they browsed new reads to 

stimulate “informal book blether” and 

raise the profile of reading for pleasure.  

*1 Reading communities: why, what and how? Prof. Teresa Cremin



S2 Reading 

Rivers

S2 

Reading 

Histories

We also 

added pupil 

choice

If You Like…

You Might 

Enjoy…

Instead of reserving these for 

displays of assessment work, I made 

greater use of pupil display boards 

to give pupils “more opportunity to 

suggest” RfP choices. 



Reader-Led & Social!

As a homework task, pupils 

were also invited to colour 

their own pegs and display 

and update with the 

covers of their current 

reads as a way of sharing 

their choices with others.  

These were updated 

throughout the year.  

We also began to make use of the Suggested Reading Shopper.   As a form of suggestion 

box, pupils were invited to add slips “privately so people aren’t uncomfortable sharing” 

to recommend texts or request books not in the class or school library.  I would then 

check the shopper and buy – where possible – the requested texts. 



Stimulating “Book Blether” 

Adapted from a form created by a colleague in the department, and to 
engage pupils in conversations about their reading preferences, I invited 
all pupils completed the “What Kind Of Book Would You Like To Read?” 
forms.  There was a very good return from pupils who all answered very 
honestly. Some responded with references to the texts read and enjoyed 

during lockdown and in their own time since.  I also invited pupils to 
discuss and share their responses with other pupils to generate interest 

and keep focus on reader to reader recommendation.  

As Prof. Sue Ellis suggests, schools should provide: “spaces to learn that 
books are relaxing, social, good fun”* so as a group, we also began each 
RfP period with the option of a “Book Chat”, discussing texts and ideas 
before continuing to read.   Pupils contributed ideas for questions and I 
compiled these in the form of a Book Chat sheet that could be used in 

groups or pairs to take some of the pressure out of making conversation 
and to ensure that all pupils could contribute through this scaffolding. 

*What Should We Think About For Equitable Literacy Teaching, Prof Sue Ellis



IMPACT OF TARs

PEDAGOGY



Impact - Invoking  

“The Rights of the Reader”

“Honouring children’s choice of texts is key, as is allowing 

them to exercise their rights as readers.”

Allowing children “The Right Not To Read” or to “dip in” was quite 

a challenge to begin.  I had to wrestle with a loss of control that 

felt initially uncomfortable but I was in danger of “holding the 

reading reins too tightly” and had to trust the pupils to exercise 

their right to choose wisely and to get to know themselves as 

readers.  After a few stressful periods of settling in, offering books 

I knew well in a more “child-owned” space (locked cupboard no 

more), I felt the impact this change and, though many would still 

chop and change over the course of a period, more readers would 

settle on a text and participate in more engaged reading for longer 

periods without the sense of performance.   



Impact – Invoking  

“The Rights of the Reader”

“The Right To Read Aloud” was also a popular option for my S2 

group.  Several pupils sought one another out for reading 

together and reading aloud.  Though this felt stressful initially, the 

pattern of hushed whispers soon become part of the quiet 

wallpaper of sound during RfP periods, merging with the quiet 

classical music in a way that was unintrusive. 

In addition to reading extracts aloud – or inviting pupils to do so 

from their novels – I also offered to read aloud to a small group 

who were happy to be read to for short bursts before settling to 

their own choice of texts.  

In the early days, pupils were keen to stop regularly to share 

thoughts on what they read yet the gaps between these 

interruptions to their own reading became less frequent as our 

new way of enjoying books continued.



IMPACT 

“It’s better if we sit together as it feels more relaxed and I can share some of the things from my book with my 

friends.”  Pupil A, S2.

“I feel more relaxed when I sit with them (my friends) instead of on my own.” Pupil B, S2. 



IMPACT 

The Book Nook is largely successful.  Pupils 

access this space on a rotational basis during 

ten minutes lesson starters or during their 

longer RfP periods.  Though some pass and still 

prefer their desk seats, it is often the most 

popular area of the classroom during RfP.  

Pupils in the nook are quick to settle to 

reading and keen to take up a place when it is 

available.  For many pupils, the first thing they 

ask on arrival in English is whether it is their 

turn to read on the beanbags.   

There is certainly greater enthusiasm for the 

texts available in the classroom now as 

evidenced by the increased number of pupils 

borrowing books to read outwith the classroom 

– particularly the graphic novels.

Pupils enjoyed the displays of their reading 

habits and this also generated talk on their 

shared histories of reading, in some cases re-

igniting sparks of joy when recalling loved 

books in common from primary and early 

years. 

“comfy reading” 



IMPACT 

This year, the Book Nook generated great interest 

with the new P7s on their visits and set a positive 

tone towards Reading for Pleasure experiences to 

come at secondary school.  

Former pupils from the S2 focus group (now 

working with other teachers) still return to borrow 

and discuss texts. 

My current S3 class, featuring a small group of 

pupils from the S2 group,  require a greater level 

of support in English yet they are still enthusiastic 

about RfP in class.  If “Reading a text aloud 

creates a community of readers, who produce their 

own situated practices in the classroom over 

time”* then over time this group have become such 

a community who now value the privilege of 

enjoying books in this way.  This same S3 group 

were always happy to listen and ask questions as 

we made our way through Heroes by Robert 

Cormier in June and this continues now as we 

begin “The Martian” in August.  The faster pace of 

reading with this group means they are no longer 

experiencing “texts as fragments”* as we read on 

without interruptions or analysis. 

“comfy reading” 

"Just Reading: The Impact Of A Faster Pace Of Reading Narratives On The Comprehension Of Poorer Adolescent 

Reader In English Classrooms, Westbrook, Sutherland et al



“That’s so 

cool.  I love 

reading.” 

Visiting P7 

pupil.

“Can’t we just sit in 

the beanbags and 

read for the whole 

period?  Or you could 

read to us?” Pupil D, 

S3

“Can I read on the 

beanbags again today, 

please? It’s our turn!”  

Pupil C, S2



Impact - Stimulating “Book Blether” 

The “What Kind Of Book?” forms proved to be very useful in 
stimulating “book blether” – not only in the classroom but in the 
English staff base.  Pooling our collective resources to “skilfully 
book-match”* pupils to preferred texts was highly rewarding 
and a really good way to take on more suggestions for library stock. 

I was quite surprised by the extent of the genre gaps on my shelves.  
As a consequence, I found myself adding new sections to my library 
(through the organisation of existing stock and the acquisition of 
the new) including LGBTQ+ and Sports. 

* Reading Communities: Why, What and How? Teresa Cremin 



IMPACT - PUPIL E – THE READER WHO WON’T READ

Pupil E was an S2 pupil who perfectly fit the “aliterate” profile – a pupil 

“who can read but chooses not to”*.  Clever, high-achieving and witty, 

Pupil E would spend RfP period after RfP period re-reading the Percy 

Jackson novels.  Ordinarily, I do not have concerns if pupils occasionally 

re-read favourites but there was a feeling of “empty demonstration” and 

stagnation about his reading pattern.  In his pupil voice survey about 

reading, he had stated that he “didn’t really like reading as much as he 

used to.” 

I had dropped into something of a pattern of allowing pupils to fall into 

this habit unchallenged - perhaps suggesting that they simply keep 

browsing or visiting the library and repeatedly changing but rarely 

settling on a book. Making use of the “What Would You Like To Read?” 

form allowed us to pass this point and really explore some of the 

reasons why he wasn’t enjoying the RfP periods.     

* Reading For Pleasure: A Passport To Everywhere. Kenny Pieper



“I would like a book about South Asian locations and 

characters.” Pupil E, S2

► I recommended: ► This led to a request for “more books on climbing and/or 

South Asian characters.”

*The Rights of the Reader. Daniel Pennac

Though Pupil E, exercised his right as a reader “not to finish” First On The Rope and Patron Saints of Nothing, he very much 

enjoyed Touching the Void and Beyond Possible which then lead on to other conversations about representation in other 

class library books.  



Pupil E and I talked over his concerns regarding the use of racial slurs in When Mr Dog Bites.  

Pupil E had been upset to read it over the shoulder of his friend who was reading the novel.  

This led to a discussion about the potential need for trigger warnings on novels, of good and poor 

representation in texts and, of censorship more broadly. This opened up to a series of suggestions 

of banned books such as Suggested Reading by Dave Connis and 1984 by George Orwell.

Equally importantly, we also talked about the situation (ongoing at the time) at Yorkshire Cricket 

Club, where the scale of institutionalised racism exposed had been quite breath-taking, before 

chatting more generally about cricket and some of the cultural differences between Scotland and 

England. 

Certainly, both instances above give credence to the theory that: “When practitioners enriched 

their repertoires of children's literature and began to get to know the interests and practices 

of the young readers, they were more able to skilfully book-match and tailor their 

recommendations to particular individuals. Many of the teachers also became more open and 

interested in receiving text suggestions from the young people, and gradually two-way reciprocal 

recommendations and ‘books in common’ between teachers and children developed. These 

prompted discussions and life connections and enabled new relationships to begin.” I am quite 

certain that these conversations would not have arisen in class under any other circumstances and 

marked a meaningful shift in both our perspectives on the texts discussed and the class library more 

generally. Pupil E proved to be something of an influencer in the classroom and though other 

pupils did not necessarily take up the texts he was reading, they certainly felt compelled to 

follow his lead and to engage with reading more readily as his enthusiasm for RfP was re-

established. 



IMPACT - PUPIL F – THE WOULD-BE READER

Pupil F was an S2 pupil who described himself as “an occasional reader who enjoys some books”.  Pupil F 

seemed to look forward to RfP periods and was very engaged in the selection of books, carefully studying 

the covers and blurbs and discussing the reasons for his choices with others.  Nonetheless, after a few pages, 

Pupil F would return to the class library and the pattern would repeat.  

Pupil F stated that he liked reading as it provided a way to “escape your life for a moment” but that books 

can “take so long and is confusing”. 

Research from The National Literacy Trust suggests that: “Developing readers who struggle with decoding 

long passages of text may find the images (in graphic novels) provide welcome support. However, more able 

readers will also enjoy the challenge of delving into images to decode the details of engaging stories and 

characters' emotions.” 

Graphic novels seemed like the perfect option to help this would-be reader back into books. 



“I would like a book about relationships.” Pupil F, S2

► This led to a request for more graphic novels or books 

about LGBTQ+ relationships.

*The Rights of the Reader. Daniel Pennac

Pupil F thoroughly enjoyed every one of these texts and, because I couldn’t keep up with his demands for more supernatural 

and/or LGBTQ+ graphic novels (couldn’t find anything age appropriate or affordable!), he returned to prose fiction and 

devoured all of the Alice Oseman novels one after the other. 

► I recommended: 



Impact – Pupils G & H – Easy Book Bletherers  

Pupils G and H were both avid readers who relished reading periods and would always have 

their own books at the ready for RfP.  Both pupils had expressed a desire to have:

Pupil G:  “a time weekly where we could discuss our books”

Pupil H:  “questions to ask your partner about their book”

in addition to more comfortable seating.  Their priority need was the opportunity for conversation 

about books as part of the RfP periods.

Both pupils were delighted with the opportunity to discuss their books on a more regular basis 

and were keen to share their favourites with their group becoming Reader Leaders who 

modelled text talk really well. Their commitment to the contribution of questions and the quality 

of discussion certainly encouraged others to join in and experience reading and talking about 

books as “good fun”. 

More interestingly, it was clear that this activity broadly invited a greater sense of pupil equity to 

RfP as texts were entirely pupil choice and this allowed them to share their funds of knowledge 

with their peers whilst allowing me to see the “knowledge they have to bring”* to the classroom.  

“I think is it good that we can talk to each other about our books.  Perhaps we could speak 

to other groups and make recommendations.” Pupil G, S2 

“I know Tsunami Girl uses some manga style illustrations but I’d rather just have one or the 

other.  I don’t like both together and the order of the pages and storyline is wrong as you 

usually read back to front and right to left.”  Pupil I, S2 

What We Should Think About For Equitable 

Literacy Teaching, Prof Sue Ellis



Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice

In seeking to improve attitudes towards RfP, the pupil voice activities were very 
useful in highlighting pupil preferences on how and what to read. 

The improvements to the social reading environment of the classroom are clearly 
beneficial.  Giving over a significant portion of my classroom to books and reading 
materials has significantly raised the profile of reading for pleasure and I certainly 
intend to continue updating and improving the space further with additions to the 
library stock.  There are clearly obvious cost implications (particularly in purchasing 
quality non-fiction and graphic novels).

Pupils enjoyed the opportunity to make suggestions and contributions to the social 
environment and it was pleasing to see them exercise their rights as readers 
responsibly and with enthusiasm.  Though there are still some pupils who are yet to 
engage fully with reading for pleasure their numbers are certainly smaller.  I am 
hopeful that if: “developing a love of reading is a process not a switch.  It takes 
time”.  then these reluctant readers might still find a way to “turn the key”.  Those 
who did participate took real pleasure in discussing their texts choices and for those 
pupils a joy in reading that had been lost for a time seemed to be rediscovered. 



Next Steps 
Maintaining The Book Nook 

This area continues to be a great success in the classroom. S1-3 classes make regular use of the space 
and, with changes to the room layout during RfP periods, the Book Nook has become less of a corner and 
more of a social hub that seems to temporarily unfurl and then retract tidily away - largely due to the 
ownership that pupils feel over the space - at the end of each fifty minute RfP slot.  I intend to update 
the decor regularly to reflect pupil interest (mainly through pupil contributions) with new genre posters 
and to continue to take donations of soft furnishings where offered to extend “cosy reading” conditions 
to as many pupils as I can. 

Building Book Blether

Already my new S1 pupils are more readily engaging in informal “book blether” with one another due to 
the new approach.  All pupils have begun to share some of their reading histories and habits with their 
new classmates in the form of How I Read and 24 Hours of Reading homework tasks.  S1s also use the 
book blether handouts to begin their main RfP periods once a week.  This social engagement with reading 
is becoming more natural to them as the weeks roll on and steadily they are increasingly (excitingly!) 
striking up book chat unbidden by me.  

By far one of the most successful improvements has been the use of the “What Kind Of Book?” forms.  I 
look forward to completing these with my new classes over the next few weeks as a means of getting to 
know my pupils better and participating in the type of satisfying conversations with pupils (and with 
colleagues) that will strengthen both relationships with pupils and the quality of the books I have to offer 
all of the readers who make use of my class library.  



Next Steps 
Building Book Stock

Re-building and maintaining a stock of “texts that tempt” continues to be an ongoing 
pleasure and a challenge: finding and funding good reads will be at the heart of RfP going 
forward as:

“Providing students with the opportunity to choose their own books to read empowers and 
encourages them.  It strengthens their self-confidence, rewards their interests, and promotes 
a positive attitude towards reading by valuing the reader and giving him or her a level of 
control.  Readers without power to make their own choice are unmotivated.”*

and so I continue to recondition my YA reading muscle and am feeling renewed confidence in 
making recommendations to pupils.  Personally, my challenge is to stray from the fiction 
texts I enjoy to include more diverse range of texts to include non-fiction as part of the stock 
too.  New conversations with pupils will inform choices for my own TBR (to be read - and 
read aloud to pupils!) pile.

*The Book Whisperer: Awakening The Inner Reader In Every Child by Donalyn Miller

Most immediately, I would like to expand my graphic novel section to assist in 

more rapid engagement of new, reluctant readers (Jerry Craft’s New Kid and Class 

Act and Alice Oseman’s Heartstopper are already proving very popular with new 

S1 readers who “don’t like books”).  I also intend to build up my non-fiction section 

and include a Banned Books area, alongside New Reads and Award Winners, 

within in the Book Nook itself to generate further interest from established readers 

and aliterate pupils alike. I also plan to raise another bid from Pupil Equity Funding 

to increase my stock of Barrington Stoke readers too.   

The Suggested Reading Shopper and the Hang Out With A Book board will also 

stay to be part of this process, allowing pupils take some ownership of the 

restocking process. So bring out the beanbags, bring on the blether, pull the books 

from their nooks and let’s read for pleasure.
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